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The Method of Tsurezuregusa-esho as a Commentary
Yuko SHIMAUCHI
ABSTRACT
　This paper focuses on Tsurezuregusa-esho （徒然草絵抄、published in 1691） for the purpose of elucidating its 
method as a commentary.
　Tsurezuregusa-esho is a book of an unique style of annotation. Each page contains twelve lines of the 
Tsurezuregusa text.  In the upper end of the pages are inserted illustrations by Namura Johaku（苗村丈伯） which 
describe visually the text just below.  Longer chapters have many illustrations so that the development of their 
contents are followed by numerous pictures.  It is remarkable that these pictures minutely describe nearly the whole 
of Tsurezuregusa text except very short chapters consisting of only a few lines.
　Although some of the editions of Tsurezuregusa published in the Edo era contain illustrations, they contain much 
fewer pictures than Tsurezuregusa-esho, their chapters being rarely illustrated by more than one pictures. While the 
other commentaries on Tsurezuregusa published in the Edo era try to elucidate the text by verbal annotations and 
contextual  explanations, Tsurezuregusa-esho contains no verbal explanations.
　This paper aims at considering the way the author of Tsurezuregusa-esho understood Tsurezuregusa and what he 
wished to convey to the reader.
145（14）
